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To the Honorable Senate and House Representatives

In my Inaugural Address I made mention of the growing prob-*
lems faced by our ever-expanding community of “senior citizens”.

The number of people over sixty-five years of age in Massachu-
has increased by 22 percent during the last decade, and now

constitutes 11 percent of the Commonwealth’s total population.

The needs of these deserving citizens are manifold and relate to
veral areas of governmental activity.

Perhaps nowhere are they more poignantly evident than in th
field of public health where the aging confront, not only a ger
erally greater need for care, but also special requirements usually
not present in the case of the younger among our ill

Often these needs are more psychological, even social, than the'
- physical or therapeutic. Our Commonwealth has taken note
these needs through such steps as the creation of the Commis-y.

sion on the Aging and the Division of Geriatrics in the Department
of Mental Health

However, in recent years, no problem involving our elder r
lation has taken on greater dimensions than medical care for th

■al government has taken cognizance of this fact
through the enactment of the Kerr-Mills program, which, I am
happy to note, was implemented most rapidly and most fully here
in this Commonwealth when, you and I served together in 1961.

I However, nowhere near enough has yet been done. The dra-
matic nature of the need for increased activity on behalf of the
aging ill is self-evident. Illness is always discomforting and un-
pleasant, but when it is added to the burdens of old age it can
become agonizing and intolerable.
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Who among us can fail to be touched by the misery of those
who move through the twilight of life, not in the comforting rays
of dignity, but in the chilling shadows of despair. Who among us
can remain indifferent when the quiet resignation of the aged be-
comes the quiet desperation of the aged ill.

I firmly believe that the Honorable members of this General
Court unanimously join with me in responding to the challenge
this need presents.

Accordingly, I suggested in my Inaugural Address that a new
division be established within the Department of Public Health
to deal with the medical problems of our “senior citizens”. Such
a division, to be called the Division of Geriatrics, would focus at-
tention on the special and growing problems in the area of medical
care for the aged, and coordinate efforts in the field.

The creation of a separate Division of Geriatrics would clearly
fix responsibility for all activities relating to medical care for the
aged within the Department of Public Health.

In addition, such a Division could establish effective programs
under the direction of the Commissioner of the Department of
Public Health and the Public Health Council, thereby creatively
formulating and improving policies, as well as implementing and
coordinating those that already exist.

Furthermore, the Division would coordinate its own work with
the relevant activities of the Commission for the Aging.

Since the envisioned responsibilities of this Division would be
substantially of a policy nature, involving research and program-
matic evaluation and creation, it would appear that the staff could
be quite compact with a minimum amount of expenditures involved.

Naturally the usual latitude in the assignment of divisional re-
sponsibility afforded by General Laws, Chapter 17, section 4, to the
Commissioner of the Department of Public Health and the Public
Health Council, would be operative here as well. But it would not
seem that extensive appropi'iations would be required to imple-
ment this proposal. It should, of course, be left to the professional
judgment of the Commissioner of the Department of Public Health
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and the Public Health Council to determine specific positions and
functions within the new Division.

I am firmly convinced that the creation of this new Division of
Geriatrics within the Department of Public Health will, with a
minimum of expense, indicate dramatically our state’s concern
for the aging ill, and greatly contribute to the alleviation of their
aggravated suffering and the reduction of their burdensome cares.

I, therefore, submit for your consideration legislation to statu-
"torily establish a Division of Geriatrics within the Department of

Public Health, and I earnestly recommend the approval of your
Honorable Bodies.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN A. VOLPE,
Governor

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

I
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Five,

AIN Act to create a division of geriatrics in the
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH.

0
Be it enacted by theSenate and House of Representatives in General
'ourt assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Chapter 17, section 4of the GeneralLaws is hereby amended
2 by inserting in the first sentence of said section 4 the phrase
3 “a division of geriatrics” after the phrase “division of food
4 and drugs” in such wise that the said section 4 shall read as
5 follows:

6 Section 4. There shall be in the department a division of
7 food and drugs, a division of geriatrics, and such other di-
8 visions as the commissioner, with the approval of the public
9 health council, may from time to time determine. The com-

-10 missioner shall, subject to the approval of the public health
11 council, appoint a director, who shall take charge of each di-
12 vision. Every such director shall be subject to chapter thirty-
13 one. The commissioner may require that a physician who
14 is to be appointed a director be certified as to his qualifica-
15 tions by one of the physicians’ specialty boards approved by
16 the Council on Medical Education and Hospitals of the Ameri-
17 can Medical Association

IS There shall be within the division of food and drugs a
19 furniture and bedding inspection section, a drugs control sec-
-20 tion, a poultry inspection section, a fish inspection section and
21 such other sections as the director, with the approval of th^
22 department, may from time to time determine.


